GITA CLASS – CHAPTER 2, PART 4
‘Na tvevàhaë jàtu nà ‘saë na tvaë name janàdhipàã
Na chaiva na bhaviçyàmaã sarve vayamataã param. 2.12.
2.12. ‘But certainly it is not that I did not exist at any time; nor you, nor these
rulers of men. And surely it is not that we all shall cease to exist after this.’
Now, to the Éaåkara Bhàçyà, ‘kutaã te aéochyàã.’ ‘Kutaã,’ for what reason, ‘te,’
they, Bhìçma and Droåa, etc., ‘aéochyàã’- ‘Why are they not worth grieving
for?’ The answer is said, ‘yataã nityaã.’ It is because they are nitya, eternal. In
their true nature they are never destroyed.
‘Kathaë,’ How is that they aren’t destroyed? That is what is explained in
this éloka, ‘natviti.’ Here, Éaåkara is commentating word-by-word.

Kutaste ‘éochyà yato nityàã – katham – na tveva jàtu kadàchidahaë nà
‘saë kiëtvàsamevàtìteçu dehotpattivinàéeçu nitya
evàhamàsamityabhipràyaã. Yathà cha tvaë nà/sìã kiëtvàsìreva. Tathà
name janàdhipà nà ‘sankië tvàsanneva. Tathà na chaiva na
bhaviçyàmaã, kië tu bhavishyàma eva sarve
vayamato/smàddehavinàéàtparamuttarakàlepi triçvapi kàleçu nityà
àtmasvarùpeåetyarthaã. Dehabhedànuvättyà bahuvachanaë
nà ‘tmabhedàbhipràyeåa. 2.13.
‘Na tu eva jàtu kadàchit ahaë na àsam.’ ‘Ahaë na àsam.’ This word, ‘àsam,’
comes from the verb root, ‘às,’ ‘to be.’ The conjugations of this in the third
person, for singular, dual, and plural, are ‘asti,’ ‘staã,’ and ‘santi.’ When this
word is in the first person and in past tense, it becomes ‘àsam.’
‘Na tu eva jàtu, ‘not once, ‘kadàchit, ‘at any time, ‘na àsam,’ ‘was I not.’
Kim tu àsam eva.’ Indeed, I have always been. I have never ceased to exist.
That is the meaning. From the root ‘às,’ to be, come the past conjugations,
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‘àsàm,’ ‘àsìã,’ and ‘àsìt.’ This means, ‘I was,’ ‘you were,’ and ‘he was.’ So,
‘ahaë na àsam.’ I have never ceased to exist.’ ‘Kië tu,’ Instead, ‘àsam eva,’ I
have always existed. I have never ceased to exist at any time.
This is explained further in the bhàçyà, ‘atìteçu dehotpatti vinaéeçu
ghaâàdiçu viyad iva nitya eva ahaë àsam ityabhipràyah.’ What does this mean,
‘I have never ceased to exist?’ This refers to previous births. ‘Atìteçu,’ in long
gone, ‘dehotpatti vinaéeçu,’ accepting of bodies and their destruction..’ We have
accepted several bodies in different births. Even though the Àtman accepts
those bodies and they are destroyed, it says, ‘ghaâàdiçu viyadiva’ - this is like
space situated in a pot or any other object.
A pot and other objects that contain space within them are created and
destroyed. The space may be contained within, or it may not be. Even if the
object is destroyed, space isn’t affected. In this way, it says, ‘nitya eva ahaë
àsaë.’ I have existed eternally.’ ‘Ityabhipràyah.’ ‘This is the meaning.’
‘Tathà na tvaë na asìã.’ Here we can see the difference in the verb
conjugation. In the éloka, it simply says, ‘na tvaë.’ In the éloka, the verb isn’t
given. This is because the verb is indicated from the previous statement, ‘na
kadàchit aham na àsam.’ ‘I have never ceased to exist.’ This verb, ‘àsam,’ was
in the first person, the speaker. The part doesn’t include a verb, so Éaåkara
includes the appropriate verb. Thus, the verb conjugation ‘àsìã, ‘you were’ is
used.
This is said, ‘Tathà na tvaë na àsìã.’ ‘You have never ceased to exist.’
‘Kië tu àsìã eva.’ ‘Instead, you have always existed.’ In the éloka, it only says,
‘na tvam,’ ‘not you.’ So, the commentator explains by saying, ‘na tvam na
àsìã.’ ‘You have never not existed.’ Here, he joins this with the words, ‘na’ and
‘àsìã.’ The phrase, ‘you have never ceased to exist,’ means, ‘you have always
existed. This is a double negative, because there are two ‘na’s.
‘Na àsìã iti na.’ This means, ‘the statement, ‘you have not existed,’ is not
correct.’ In other words, you have always existed. ‘Tathà na ime janàdhipàã na
àsàn.’ In the éloka, it says, ‘Na ime janàdhipàã.’ There is no verb there. The
commentator includes the verb, ‘àsàn.’ First was ‘àsam,’ ‘I was,’ then ‘àsìã,’
you were.’ Now it says, ‘àsàn,’ they were. ‘Na àsàn’ means, ‘they were not.’ So,
Éaåkara comletes the sentence as, ‘na àsàn iti na.’ This means that the thought,
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‘they did not exist’ is incorrecte. Again, this means that they have always
existed. ‘Tathà na ime janàdhipàã na àsàå.’
So, couldn’t the Lord have simply said, ‘àsàn,’ they existed? Why does he
give the meaning, ‘It is not true that they have not existed.’ This is a double
negative. This is in order to correct the misunderstanding of Arjuna, who
thinks, ‘all of them will be destroyed. They have all taken birth.’
These are the thoughts of an Ajñàni; ‘this was non-existent, then came
into existence, and then was destroyed.’ To refute this thought, the word ‘na’ is
used. This is used to form a double negative, ‘they have never not existed.’
Tathà na ime janàdhipàã.’ These kings and rulers, ‘na àsàn iti na.’ They have
never ceased to exist. This means that have always existed.
‘Kië tu àsàn eva.’ Instead, what is it? For all times, they have existed.
‘Tathà na chaiva na bhaviçyàmaã.’ ‘Kiëtu bhaviçyàmaã eva sarve vayaë.’ In
this way, we will never cease to exist. Instead, we will always exist from
hereafter. ‘Bhaviçyàmi,’ means, ‘I will exist.’ Bhaviçyàmaã,’ means ‘we will
exist.’ This is the form of the first person in plural, as ‘we.’ This word,
‘bhaviçyàmaã,’ is a verb. With this, it says, ‘sarve vayaë,’ ‘all of us,’ ‘Kiëtu
bhaviçyàmaã,’ ‘will always exist.’
To say, ‘na bhaviçyàmaã,’ means, ‘we will not exist.’ When we combine
this with, ‘iti na,’ the meaning becomes, ‘we will never cease to exist.’
Why does the Lord say this? It is because Arjuna thinks that these people
will be destroyed. By using a double negative, the Lord is rejecting this idea of
Arjuna’s. Everyone, ‘sarve vayam.’ Me, you, and all of these rulers here,
everyone, will exist. We will exist even from here after.
Then, ‘ato asmàd dehavinàéàd paraë uttarakàle api. Triçvapi kàleçu nityà
àtmasvarùpeåa ityarthaã.’ Then what? Because of this, me, you, these rulers,
and everyone, including Bhìçma and Droåa, ‘asmàt dehavinàéàt paraë
uttarakàle api,’ Even after the destruction of this body, we will exist.’ The actual
éloka says, ‘sarve vayaë ataã paraë.’ The word, ‘ataã,’ ‘from here,’ in the éloka
means, ‘even after the destruction of the body.’
Similarly, ‘triçvapi kàleçu,’ in all three periods of time; past, present, and
future, ‘nityàã,’ we are eternal. How is that? ‘Àtmasvarùpeåa,’ in the true
nature of the Self, we are eternal. It is not that the body is eternal. Instead, this
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means that everyone on the battlefield is eternal in the true nature of the Self,
‘àtmasvarùpeåa.’ ‘Iti arthaã.’ This is the meaning of the éloka, the words of the
Lord.
‘Dehabhedànuvättyà bahuvachanaë na àtmabheda abhipràyeåa.’ What is
said here? Didn’t the Lord say, ‘you, I, and all of us?’ The Lord said, ‘Sarve
vayaë ataã paraë.’ Thus, the Lord said, ‘all of us.’ This is a bahuvachanam, a
plural noun. The Lord said, ‘you, I, and all of us.’ Is this difference in the
subjects, such as ‘I,’ ‘you,’ and ‘we,’ used to show the plurality of the Self in
these different subjects? No. Instead, it says, ‘dehabhedànuvättyà.’ This is used
to show the distinction between each body, deham, not a distinction of the
Self.’
Was the Lord suggesting that the Self in each body is separate and
distinct, by saying, ‘me,’ ‘you,’ and ‘we’? No. This only shows the difference
between bodies. It doesn’t mean that the Self is different from another Self.
Because of this distinction between each body, a plural noun was used by the
Lord, which was ‘we.’ So, in this section, some commentators such as
Ramanujàchàrya say that this shows that the Self is different in each body. God
and the jiva are different from each other. This is how some followers of the
dualist philosophy comment on this éloka.
Because of that, Éaåkara says that it is not so. It says very clearly, ‘Sarve
vayam,’ ‘us.’ This is a plural noun. If you take the literal meaning of this, it
means that ‘I am one thing, you are another, and so on.’ This creates the
feeling of otherness. That is from seeing all of the different bodies externally.
That is why it is plural.
‘Na àtma bheda abhipràyeåa.’ ‘That doesn’t show any difference in the
Self.’ It is not the meaning of the Lord’s words that the Self is different in each
body, according to Éaåkara. However, that is how Ramanujàchàrya
commentates. His commentary says, ‘evam bhagavataã sarveçvaràt àtmànàm
parasparabhedàrthaã paramàrthikà.’ He comments that the Lord says that the
Àtman is different in each body. How is this? It is because it says directly in the
éloka, ‘sarve vayam,’ ‘all of us.’ This is a plural noun, so it must mean that the
Àtman is plural, or different in each body.
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This is not something that Éaåkara accepts. He says that this was Arjuna’s
conception, that the Self is different in all bodies. Thus, considering the mental
level of Arjuna, the Lord uses this language. Éaåkara will further explain how
this concept is not true in the coming sections. Éaåkara’s ideal is that though
there may be differences between two physical bodies, the indwelling Àtman
undergoes no form of change whatsoever.
Now, we can look at the éloka. ‘Na tu eva ahaë jàtu na àsàm.’ ‘Ahaë,’ I,
‘jàtu,’ even once, ‘na àsam iti na.’ I have never ceased to exist. ‘àsam eva.’ ‘I
have always existed.’ Like this, ‘na tvam àsìã iti na.’ You have never ceased to
exist. ‘àsìã eva.’ ‘You have always existed.’ ‘Ime janàdhipàã,’ these kings here,
‘na àsàn iti na.’ They have never ceased to exist. Instead, ‘àsàn eva.’ They have
always existed.’
‘Ataã paraë,’ after the destruction of the body, ‘sarve vayam,’ all of us,
‘na bhaviçyàmaã iti na.’ We will not cease to exist. ‘Bhaviçyàmaã eva.’ Indeed,
we will continue to exist. By separating the words in this way, Éaåkara helps us
to understand the meaning of the éloka.
In this way, this éloka describes the eternal nature of the Àtman. Because
Bhìçma, Droåa, and so on, are eternal in their true nature of the Self, there is
no reason for you to grieve over them. That is the Lord’s opinion. Next, the
Gita gives an example of how the Self is indestructible.

‘Dehino ‘sminyathà dehe kaumàraë yauvanaë jarà
Tathà dehàntarapràptirdhìrastatra na muhyati. 2.13.
2.13. ‘As are boyhood, youth, and decrepitude to an embodied being in this
body, similar is the acquisition of another body. This being so, an intelligent
person does not get deluded.’
Now, to the bhàçyà. ‘Tatra kathaë iva nitya àtma.’ We spoke about the eternal
nature of the Self. ‘Kathaë iva?’ What is this like? ‘Iti däçâàntaë àha.’ This
éloka gives us an example to understand this principle. Then, Éaåkara
commentates on the éloka.
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‘Tatra kathamiva nitya àtmeti däçâàntamàha – dehina iti. ‘deho/syàstìti
deho tasya dehino dehavadàtmano/sminvartamàne dehe yathà yena
prakàreåa kaumàraë kumàrabhàvo bàlyàvasthà yauvanaë yùno bhàvo
madhyamàvasthà jarà vayohànirjìråàvasthetyetàstisro/vasthà
anyonyavilakçanàstàsàë prathamàvasthànàée na nàéo
dvitìyàvasthopajanane nopajananamàtmanaã kië tarhyavikriyasyaiva
dvitìyatätìyàvasthàpràptiràtmano däçâà yathà tathà tadvadeva
dehàdanyo dehàntaraë tasya
pràptirdehàntarapràptiravikriyasyaivà/tmana ieyarthaã. Dhìo
dhìmàëstatraivaë sati na muhyati na mohamàpadyate.’
‘Dehaã asya asti iti dehì.’ Dehì’ means one who has a body, a deham. Éaåkara
gives us the structure of this word. It says, ‘dehaã asya asti iti dehì.’ One who
has a body is a dehì. The word, ‘dehinaã,’ is the 6th conjugation of the word
dehì, which means, ‘of, or for the embodied soul..’
‘Tasya dehinaã dehavataã,’ ‘for him, the embodied soul, the possessor of
the body..’ What does this indicate? ‘Àtmanaã,’ ‘who is the Àtman..’ Therefore
the word ‘dehì’ means ‘àtmà,’ the Self. ‘dehinaã asmin vartamàne dehe,’ for
the Àtman in this present body, ‘yathà yena prakàreåa,’ in the way that,
‘kaumàraë yauvanaë jarà,’ childhood, youth, and old age are experienced..’
The word kaumaram is explained, ‘kumàra bhàvaã bàlyàvasthà,’ the state
of childhood. Next is yauvanam,’ the time of youth. This is explained as ‘yùno
bhàvaã madhyamàvasthà.’ This is the stage of maturing, the middle stage of
life. Last is ‘jarà,’ old age. This is described, ‘vayo hàniã,’ the decay of life, and
‘jìråàvasthà,’ the state of senility.
‘Iti etàã tisraã avasthàã.’ How are these three conditions; childhood,
youth, and old age? ‘Anyonya vilakçaåàã.’ This means that they are different
from each other; childhood, youth, and old age.
‘Tàsàë,’ of these three stages in life, ‘prathama avasthà nàée,’ when the
stage of childhood ends, ‘na nàéaã àtmanaã,’ the Self is not destroyed.
Similarly, ‘dvitìya avasthà upajanane,’ when the stage of youth begins, ‘na
upajananaë àtmanaã,’ the Self is not born. It doesn’t experience birth because
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of this. This part is made very clear. There is no need to further commentate on
this.
‘Kië Tarhi?’ Then what happens? ‘Avikriyasya eva ekasya àtmanaã dvitìya
tätìya avasthà pràptiã àtmanaã däçâà.’ Here Éaåkara says, ‘avikriyasya,’ ‘for that
which is changeless, ekasya,’ the non-dual, ‘àtmànaã,’ Self, ‘dvitìya tätìya
avasthà pràptiã,’ these different stages occur.’ What does this indicate? In truth,
these don’t exist in the Àtman. That is the meaning.
‘Tathà tadvat eva dehàt anyaã dehaã dehàntaraë, tasya pràptiã
dehàntarapràptiã avikriyasya eva àtmanaã iti arthaã.’ In truth, the Àtman is
changeless. It is free of all transformation. So what happens to this Àtman? The
Àtman accepts a body.
Thus, ‘tadvat eva,’in the same way that the Àtman attains these stages in life,
‘dehàt anyaã dehaã dehàntaraë,’ the Àtman attains another body.
This attainment is called, ‘dehàntara pràptiã.’ In this way, the changless
Self becomes connected to another body. This can be said in two ways. Either
the Àtman accepts another body, or another body comes to the Àtman. That is
‘dehàntara pràptiã.’
Then the next word in the éloka is explained; ‘dhìraã.’ The bhàçyà says,
‘dhìraã dhìmàn.’ This means one who has discrimination, a viveki. The word
‘dhì’ means ‘intelligence.’ Thus, the word ‘dhìrah,’ means one who has
intelligence.
‘Tatra evaë sati,’ this process being so, ‘na muhyati na mohaë àpadyate,’
a wise person is not deluded. This is the process of ‘dehàntara pràptiã,’
acceptance of a new body for the Self. This can be said in two ways. Here it
says that a body becomes connected to the Àtman, for the Jiva. The other way
of saying this is that the Àtman accepts a new body.
In either case, what happens? In truth, these changes do not occur to the
Self. Because of this, a person with discrimination has no delusion. What is
shown here? Here an example is given to show the unchanging nature of the
Àtman. This is to show that the Self does not undergo such changes as birth
and death. Érì Käçåa is making Arjuna aware that these changes happen to the
body, not the Self.
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What did Arjuna say? ‘Bhìçma and Droåa, my gurus, will die.’ Because of
this, Arjuna was grieving. Here, Érì Käçåa says that only their bodies are
destroyed. In their true nature of the Àtman, they are not to be grieved for.
They are ‘aéochyàn,’ as we said earlier. Therefore, there is no reason for you to
grieve for them.’ Now we can take a look at the éloka.
‘Yathà,’ Just as, ‘dehinaã,’ for the jiva, ‘kaumàraë yauvanaë jarà,’ there
are these three conditions (childhood, youth, and old age) ‘asmin dehe,’ in the
present body, ‘tathà,’ likewise, ‘dehàntara pràptiã,’ the jiva accepts another
body. ‘Tatra,’ in this matter, ‘dhìraã,’ a wise person, ‘na muhyati,’ is not
deluded. This means that he doesn’t grieve, thinking that these changes happen
to the Self.
Thus, the body undergoes several changes in a single birth. Similarly, the
Àtman accepts new bodies, after the destruction of the previous bodies. This
example is given to show how the Àtman accepts new bodies, and that this is
the same as the changes in the body throughout life. The acceptance of different
bodies by the Àtman is only like the different changes of the body in this life.
Both of these are the same. The awareness, ‘my body,’ is sustained throughout
one’s life, even though the condition of the body changes. Similarly, while the
body changes, the Àtman remains ONE.
One’s body in childhood is not the same as in youth. The body in youth
is not the same as in full maturity. The condition of the body constantly
transforms. Like this, after death, the jiva accepts another body.
Therefore, Érì Käçåa is saying, ‘you should not become sorrowful due to
the destruction of the body.’ If a person becomes sorrowful due to the
destruction of the body, then he should also become sorrowful due to the
changes of childhood, youth, and old age. He will have to grieve about the
destruction of youth when he attains the state of full maturity. He will thus have
to constantly suffer. This is how ignorant people experience sorrow. However,
in truth, this is not needed. This is the delusion of a person who lacks
discrimination.
Now, to the next éloka. This is the 14th éloka. The Lord is speaking. The
commentator gives a small introduction to this.
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‘Màtràsparéàstu kaunteya éìtoçåasukhaduãkhadàã
àgamàpàyino/nityàëstàmstitikçasva bhàrata. 2.14.
2.14. ‘But the contacts of the organs with the objects are the producers of cold
and heat, happiness and sorrow. They have a beginning and an end, and are
transient. Bear them, O descendant of Bharata.’
Now, we can go the Éaåkara Bhàçyà.

‘Yadyapyàtmavinàéanimitto moho na saëbhavati nitya àtmeti
vijñànatastathà ‘pi éìtoçåasukhaduãkhapràptirnimitto moho laukiko
däéyate sukhaviyoganimitto duãkhasaëyoganimittaécha éoka
ityetadarjunasya vachanamàéaåkyà/ha – màtràsparéà iti.’
The bhàçyà says, ‘àtmavinàéa nimittah mohaã,’ the delusion arising from
the mistaken belief that the Self is destroyed, ‘nitya àtmà iti vijànataã,’ for a
person who knows that the Àtman is eternal, ‘na saëbhavati,’ does not
happen. The delusion and indiscriminative thinking that the Àtman is
destroyed does not occur for a person who knows the Àtman to be eternal.
Tathà api,’ even still, ‘éìtoçåa sukhaduãkha pràpti nimittaã mohaã laukikaã
däéyate.’ I is true that a person who knows the Self to be eternal does not grieve
over death. However, even if that is accepted, ‘éìtoçåa sukhaduãkha pràpti
nimittaã’ - ‘éìta,’ cold, and ‘uçåa,’ heat, give rise to ‘sukha,’ pleasure, and
‘duãkha,’ pain. From this comes moha, delusion. ‘sukhaduãkha pràpti
nimittaã mohaã.’
How is this? We feel, ‘I am happy,’ or ‘I am sad.’ We may feel, ‘the cold
is bothering me,’ or ‘the heat is bothering me.’ From this comes moham (lack
of discrimination). The person superimposes happiness or sorrow onto the
Àtman, his own Self. In this way, the person considers himself as happy or
sad. ‘Laukikaã däéyate.’ In the world, ‘däéyate,’ isn’t this seen everywhere? Due
to identification with the body, the jiva has to experience this happiness and
sorrow in every moment. Once the true principle of the Àtman is grasped
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from the practice of contemplation, we can avoid grieving about death. This is
because that sorrow is not connected to the body.That is mental. When we
think that a certain person belongs to us, if that person dies, we become
sorrowful. We don’t become sad if just anyone dies. When we read the
obituaries, we don’t feel particularly sad.
Instead, when we are mentally connected to the person who died through
our ego and attachment, we experience suffering. Death is not the cause of the
suffering. Instead, what is it? It is the ego and attachment of the individual.
Realizing this, a person may contemplate and renounce such attachments to
relatives and friends. In this way, through discarding attachments to relations in
the mind, he can avoid this mental suffering. That is correct. But what about
the suffering that happens to the body?
Even if you avoid this mental suffering, you cannot avoid the suffering of
the body. Why? It is because that suffering is experienced through the
instrument of the body. You will have to experience that suffering.
Then, the bhàçyà says, ‘sukha viyoganimittaã mohaã
duãkhasaëyoganimittaã cha éokaã.’ Sukha viyoganimittaã mohaã.’ It is saying,
‘sukha viyogaë,’ the separation from pleasure.. For example, say that we get a
nice breeze in hot weather. What happens at that time? One experiences
sukham, happiness. Then what happens if that nice breeze is destroyed? Our
happiness will also be destroyed. Because of that separation from happiness
(sukha viyogam), we experience moham, lack of discrimination.
Say that it is very hot outside. The electricity is cut off, and the fan stops
working. Then, our happiness is destroyed. Then, delusion comes. Thus,
‘duãkhasaëyoganimittaã cha éokaã.’ This is speaking about when we
experience sorrow. We experience the heat. Because of the heat, we experience
suffering within. Because of sorrow, we experience éoka, grief.
Isn’t this what happens? This is all experienced through the body as a
medium. When the body becomes connected to the environment and Prakäti,
grief and delusion are experienced within the mind through the body. In this
way, ‘ityetad Arjunasya vachanam.’ So, in Arjuna’s mind, such a doubt might
have come, as to how to deal with this. So, it says, ‘Bhagavàn àha.’ The Lord
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addressed Arjuna’s doubt without it having been spoken. This is the shloka,
‘màtràsparéàã iti.’ Next in the bhàçyà, this éloka is commentated on.

‘Màtrà àbhirmìyante éabdàdaya iti érotràdìnìndriyàåi, màtràåàë
sparéaã éabdàdibhiã saëyogàste éìtoçåàsukhaduãkhadàã éìtamuçåaë
sukhaë duãkhaë cha pryacchantìti. Athavà späéyanta iti sparéà
viçayàã éabdàdayaã, màtràécha sparéàécha éìtoçåasukhaduãkhadàã
éìtaë kadàchitsukhaë kadàchidduãkhaë tathoçåamapyaniyatarùpaë
sukhaduãkhe punarniyatarùpe yato na vyabhicharato/tastàbhyàë
päthakéìtoçåayorgrahaåam. Yasmàtte màtràsparéàdaya àgamàpàyina
àgamàpàyaéìlàstasmàdaniyà atastàñéìtoçåàdìëstitikçasva prasahasva
teçu harçaë viçàdaë và mà kàrçìrityarthaã.’
First it takes the first word, ‘màtrà.’ What is this word? It says, ‘àbhiã
mìyante éabdàdayaã iti érotràdìni indriyàåi.’ This is the meaning of the word,
‘màtrà.’ ‘Abhiã,’ by these, ‘mìyante éabdàdayaã,’ objects such as sound are
grasped. What is the cause for these sense-objects such as sound to be grasped?
It says, ‘érotràdìni indriyàåi.’ It is the senses such as hearing. These are called
‘màtràã.’
Several commentators explain the meaning of this word in different ways.
Here, Éaåkara explains as meaning ‘the senses.’ Why is that? It is because
through the senses, one grasps objects. This grasping is called ‘manan.’
Therefore, the word ‘màtràã’ means the senses, which grasp objects.
‘Màtràsparéàã.’ The bhàçyà says, màtrànàë sparéàã.’ This is the connection of
the sense objects with the senses. ‘éabdàdibhiã saëyogaã.’ Thus, the word,
‘sparéa,’ is explained as meaning ‘connection.’
In the éloka, this is shown as a compound word; ‘màtràsparéàã.’
However, Éaåkara separates the words to gain the correct meaning;
‘Màtrànàë,’ of the senses, ‘sparéàã,’ the connection. That is the meaning. The
relationship of the senses with their objects is called ‘màtràsparéàã.’ The word
‘màtrà’ is also used to refer to the 5 elements of Nature. If it is interpreted in
this way, then it can mean ‘the connection with the 5 elements (earth, water,
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fire, wind, air, and space). This can be interpeted in two ways. The meaning of
this one is the same as the first, ‘the relationship to the senses.’
Here, Éaåkara explains the meaning as ‘the connection between the
senses and the sense-objects.’ However, the meaning of both interpretations is
the same. ‘Te,’ they, those connections with sense-objects through the senses,
‘éìtoçåasukha duãkhadàã.’ What do these do? This phrase is explained as,
‘éìtaë uçåaë sukhaë dukhaë cha prayacchanti iti.’ These connections give
cold (éìtam), heat (uçåam), happiness (sukham), and pain (dukham).
This is true. The connection of the senses and the sense objects creates
the experience of cold, through water. The connection of the senses with fire
creates heat. According to the situation, this experience creates either pleasure
or pain.
For example, heat gives us suffering in hot weather, and in cold weather,
the cold gives us suffering. However, heat gives us pleasure in cold weather,
and in hot weather, cold gives us pleasure. In this way, the experiences that are
produced from heat and cold are changing.
In the éloka, this is said as a compound word; ‘éìtoçåasukhaduãkhadàã.’
Éaåkara separates the words to explain the meaning; ‘éìtaë uçåaë sukhaë
dukhaë cha prayacchanti.’ ‘The connection of the senses and the sense objects
creates these four; cold and heat, pleasure and pain.’
The nature of cold and heat is then explained. ‘Éìtam kadàchit sukhaë
kadàchit duãkhaë.’ We cannot say that the cold always gives us pleasure or
always gives us pain. Instead, ‘éìtam kadàchit,’ the cold, sometimes, ‘sukham,’
gives happiness. The cold gives us happiness in hot weather. ‘Kadàchit
duãkhaë.’ ‘Sometimes, it gives pain.’ When it is cold, the cold gives us
suffering. ‘Tathà uçåaë api aniyatasvarùpaë.’ ‘Tathà,’ Similarly, ‘uçåam,’ is
heat.’ This is also changing between giving pain and pleasure. Therefore these
are called, ‘aniyata.’ The word ‘Niyata’ means ‘decided, firm.’ Aniyata means
‘undecided, not firm.’ The word ‘svarùpam,’ means ‘nature.’ Thus, these two,
heat and cold, have an indefinate nature. Sometimes they give us pleasure, and
sometimes pain.
We cannot say that they always give us suffering, or that they always give
us happiness. These two things are dependant upon the circumstance.
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However, Éaåkara says, ‘Sukhadukhe punaã niyatarùpe yataã na
vyabhicharataã.’ Pain and pleasure are not like this. Whenever you experience
pleasure, you will experience pleasure, and whenever you experience pain, you
will experience pain. Thus, it says, ‘niyatarùpe.’ We said that heat and cold are
‘aniyata.’ This means that they can give happiness or sorrow, depending on the
situation. Sukham and dukham, pain and pleasure, are not like this. They are
‘niyatarùpe.’ They don’t change.
The word, ‘vyabhicharataã,’ means to change. So, it says, ‘na
vyabhicharataã.’ These two, sukham and dukham, do not undergo any change.
Happiness is experienced as happiness, and sorrow is experienced as sorrow.
‘Ataã tàbhyàm päthak éìtoçåayoã grahaåaë.’ So, why are these two, heat and
cold, mentioned specifically? It is because these are constantly changing,
whereas the nature of pain and pleasure does not change. How is that? It is
because pain and pleasure are experienced within the mind. They are always of
the same nature.
Next in the bhashya, it says, ‘Yasmàt te màtràsparéàdayaã àgamàpàyinaã
éìtoçåàdìn titikçasva prasahasva.’ In the éloka, it says, ‘àgamàpàyinonityà.’ This
means, ‘these experiences of pain and pleasure from the sense objects come and
go, and are impermanent.’ This part is commented on. It says, ‘te
màtràsparéàdayaã,’ this connection of the senses with the sense objects.. How
is this? It says, ‘àgama,’ ‘coming,’ and ‘apàyi,’ ‘dissapearing.’ They come into
existence and are destroyed. Thus, the bhàçya says, ‘àgamàpàyaéìlàã.’ The éìla,
or nature of these sense-objects is to ‘àgama,’ come, and ‘apàyi,’ go. ‘Tasmàt
anityàã.’ Therefore, they are impermanent.
Because the sense objects such as heat and cold come and go, they are
impermanent. They are not eternal. ‘Ataã,’ therefore, ‘tàn éìtoçåàdìn,’ the
dualities such as cold and heat, ‘titikçasva prasahasva,’ forbear these!’ Arjuna
was going to ask, ‘what about the suffering related to the body?’ The Lord says
here, ‘éìtoçåàdìn titikçasva,’ forbear them!’ What does this mean? It means,
‘you must simply experience these. You cannot avoid experiencing them.’
What should a person do when he experiences the sense objects such as
cold and heat, as well as the resulting pain and pleasure that one feels from
them? This is answered, ‘Teçu harçaë viçàdaë và mà kàrçìã iti arthaã.’ A
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person cannot avoid the pains and pleasures that are connected to the body.
One can only experience them. So, what can we do? We can forbear them.
What does this mean, ‘titikçasva,’ or forbearance? It says, ‘teçu,’ in these..’
This means ‘in heat, cold, pleasure and pain, etc’. When the sense objects such
as cold and heat come into contact with the body, the modification of pleasure
or pain will be experienced in the mind. This doesn’t happen in the Self, but
the mind (antaãkaraåa). A person cannot avoid such pleasures and pains
within the mind.
This means that you cannot get rid of these mentally. How can these be
avoided? If it is cold outside, you can avoid experiencing the cold by wearing
some warm clothing. Similarly, we can avoid this experience through external
methods. In that case, what happens? There, this connection of the senses with
the sense objects is avoided. Some people may ask, ‘can we avoid the
experience of pleasure and pain in this way?’ The answer is, ‘yes, you can avoid
them like that.’
However, what is being discussed here? It is ‘màtràsparéà,’ the connection
of the senses with the sense objects. This is whenever the senses come into
connection with the sense objects. In the cold season, one can wear a blanket.
Then the cold doesn’t become connected to the body. Or in the hot season,
one can use a fan. In that circumstance, the heat doesn’t come into contact with
the senses. Because of that, what happens? Through these external methods,
pleasure and pain aren’t produced from those sense-objects in the mind. By
opposing heat with cold, or vice versa, one avoids the pleasure and pain that
would have been experienced. It does not say here that this is how one should
forbear them. What is said here?
Here, it is speaking about unavoidable experiences. As long as one has a
body, pleasure and pain will be experienced through the connection with cold
and heat. Once that happens, how should one deal with these? ‘Teçu harçaë
viçàdam và.’ Once one experiences the pain or pleasure in the antaãkaraåa that
results from the contact with the sense objects, what does the ordinary man do?
If he experiences pleasure, that grows into delight. The original modification is
sustained in the mind. This is called ‘harçam,’ delight.’ If he experiences pain
in the mind, he continues that modification. This is called ‘viçàdam,’ sorrow.’
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That is why the Lord used the word ‘anuéochaã’ in the 11th éloka. The prefix
‘anu’ indicates continuation. The original experience is thus continued in the
mind. If the experience is pain, the Jiva falls into sorrow. In pleasure, the
experience grows into delight.
‘Mà Kàrçìã.’ ‘Don’t do that!’ That is called ‘forbearance.’ This means,
‘do not continue the experience of the pain.’ Why is this said? This is because
pain is unavoidable. Once that is experienced in the mind, accept it in that
form. Don’t let it continue and create more suffering. It is the same with
pleasure. That experience is unavoidable. Don’t continue that experience of
pleasure into delight. This is the meaning of the word, ‘titikçasva!’ ‘forbear!’
Otherwise, this doesn’t mean to eliminate pleasure or pain in the mind
when cold and heat come to the body. Because of the constitution of the mind
and body, this happens of its own accord. It cannot be avoided. Once the
senses have attached to a particular sense object, the result of that connection
will immediately have its result in the antaãkaraåa, the mind. When the
connection to the external sense objects combines with the accumulated
samskàäa in the antaãkaraåa, this will produce a modification. This can be
pleasure, pain, anger, lust, etc. This is how all modifications are formed. Once
the connection with the sense objects has taken place, it is a must that this must
happen. This is unavoidable.
If you must avoid the effects of this connection with the sense objects, you
must stop experiencing the sense objects. For example, if it is cold, you take a
blanket, to counter the effect of the cold. In this, there is no connection with
the sense object, so neither pain nor pleasure are experienced in the mind.
However, it is a rule of Nature that these experiences will be unavoidable. So, it
says that once the connection with the sense objects has occured and produced
a result in the mind, one should not continue that effect. That is the meaning
of ‘titikshasva,’ ‘forbearance.’ Another name for this is ‘sahanam.’ In the
Viveka Chudamaåi, it says, ‘sahanaë sarvadukhànàë,’ the forbearance of all
sorrows.’ This means to avoid the suffering caused by thinking and
remembering the original experience. Forbearance is what prevents the
experiences of pleasure and pain from continuing in the mind.
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This means to keep the pain that must be experienced from growing. To
stabilize that ordinal experience requires mental strength. How is that? This will
be explained in all of the following sections. This is the contemplation,
‘pleasure and pain are related to the body and mind, but do not affect the Self.
In truth, I am that Self.’ Through this contemplation, a person gains firmness.
He will then be able to avoid the continuing of happiness and sorrow in the
mind. This occurs, according to the firmness of mind gained. However, it is
not possible for a person to cease from experiencing pleasure and pain in the
mind. That is unavoidable.
That is all the word ‘forbearance’ implies. Otherwise, it cannot be said,
‘forbearance is the capacity to prevent the experiences of pleasure and pain in
the body and mind, which arise through the connection of the body with
Nature.’ This is because the body and mind are under the control of Nature’s
laws. Thus, that is unavoidable. However, the suffering caused by thinking
about that must be avoided. A normal person thinks after the experience, ‘why
did this have to happen to me? I don’t deserve this suffering.’ Through
forbearance, a person can avoid the suffering created by thoughts in the mind.
Otherwise, as long as one has a body, it isn’t possible to eliminate the pains
related to the body.
Some people ask, ‘some people accept external practices. Then it’s enough
to make the body numb externally. Then there won’t be pain, right?’ This is
true. Why is this? It is because this ‘màtràsparéà,’ the connection with the
sense-objects does not occur there. In that, there is not the connection of the
senses with the sense-objects. If the body is made numb, then one won’t know
cold or heat. In making the body numb to sensation, what happens? In that,
there is no gaining of pleasure and pain. In that case, this forbearance is not
necessary. For this, Àtma Vidya is not needed.
When one dies, this is not needed, and when one is in deep sleep also,
this is not needed. Here it’s not like that. This Àtma Vidyà is necessary only
when one is in the waking state. This teaches us how to accept such matters
there.
Say that a person practices a particular form of practice, such as Yoga or
something, and accepts some Vidyà to make his arms and legs numb to
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sensation. There, what happens? In that, there is no pleasure or pain within.
Because these aren’t there, this kind of ‘forbearance’ isn’t necessary for that
person. This ‘titikça’ that is spoken of here is not needed there. In truth, what
happens in these circumstances? In truth, pleasure and pain are not
experienced in the antaãkaraåa. It is possible to do that, through certain
practices.
For example, say a person performs practices for withstanding the cold.
Little by little, his skin adapts and develops the thickness to not experience the
cold. There, what happens is that there is no connection with the external sense
objects. This ‘màtràsparéà,’ that is described in the éloka does not occur there,
in the same way as normal people experience this. When that happens, through
these practices, one gain the ability to withstand these outer forces, such as the
heat, or cold, etc. Because of that, what happens? Because of this, he doesn’t
experience pain or pleasure within.
Actually, many other creatures can withstand the cold and heat much
more than humans. Even among humans, people have different capacities. For
example, in Northern areas, people can withstand more of the cold. In places
that in the South, the people will be able to withstand more of the heat. In
truth, when this happens, this ‘titikça,’ or forbearance isn’t necessary. That isn’t
‘titikça.’ Why is that? In truth, there doesn’t exist there this connection of the
senses to the sense-objects. This is due to the change in the nature of the body
and senses of the people. For them, this kind of ‘màtràsparéà,’ connection of
the senses with the sense objects, along with the resulting pleasure and pain,
does not occur.
When it refers to the forbearance of pleasure and pain, this means when
pleasure and pain must be experienced. This can be anyone. No matter what
person, whether one from a cold climate or warm climate, or from an even
climate, whoever it is, when this unavoidable contact of the senses with the
sense objects occurs, and creates pleasure and pain in any way, the Gita says,
‘don’t continue these!’ ‘Don’t create more of that mentally.’ That is what is
called ‘forbearance.’ This is purely a mental practice. It is not a physical
practice. It is not any other kind of practice of Yoga.
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What does one do mentally? This is said clearly. ‘Teçu,’ in these
experiences, ‘harçaë,’ joy, ‘viçàdaë,’ sorrow, và,’ either of these, ‘mà kàrçìã,’
don’t do this.’ Iti arthaã.’ This is the meaning of the éloka. This is what is
called ‘sahanam,’ forbearance. This is explained further throughout the Gita.
So, how does one forbear these experiences? Ordinary people continue these
experiences in the mind. One means for preventing the continuation of
pleasure and pain within is Àtma Bodha, knowledge of the Self. This is the
knowledge,’ I am not the body. I am the Self.’ This awareness helps one avoid
the further experience of suffering in the mind.
This won’t necessarily reduce the intensity of the suffering gained through
the connection with the sense objects. There are different intensities of
suffering. The pain arising from a scratch is not the same as being stabbed by a
knife. The intensities of the suffering in these are different. So, mentally, one
cannot reduce the intensity of that pain. One must simply experience it, as long
as one has a body. If you think, ‘I am the Àtman,’ when you have a bad
toothache, the pain won’t be reduced at all. Instead, the pain will only increase.
If one tries to say mentally ‘I am the Self,’ in that painful situation, the pain of
the toothache will only double. There won’t be any reduction.
We can do this much. What is that? There is nothing we can do at that
moment we experience the pain. This is not something that can be controlled.
So, it says, ‘forbear!’ ‘There’s no point in being sorrowful about this. This is an
unavoidable experience.’ Thinking like this, gain an even mind. That is all that
is meant by the word, ‘titikça,’ forbearance. Even if a person stubbornly thinks,
‘I am the Àtman,’ they won’t feel any peace from the toothache. There may also
be those who know certain practices from Yoga who can make the tooth numb
to sensation. Those who study àsanas, etc., if they have any ability like that, that
may be possible. If that part of the body is made numb, you won’t know the
pain.
However, this is not what the Lord is instructing. The Lord says, ‘do not
allow the experience to continue in the mind.’ This éloka has been
misinterpreted in many ways. After studying the Gita, it is foolish to think that
‘even after being stabbed by a knife, a person won’t experience pain. That is
the condition of the mind.’ This is how some may think. But that’s not what is
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said here. When pain comes, one can only experience it. No kind of Vidyà will
help to avoid that. You must simply suffer it.
So, because of the firmness of the mind, a person can prevent the pain
from continuing in the mind. In that case, both pain and pleasure are seen to
be equal. If a person gains the mental strength to prevent the experience of
suffering from continuing, he must also prevent the experience of pleasure from
continuing in the mind. Both are the same there. In Àtma Vidyà, spirituality,
both happiness and suffering are seen as the same. It is not that one should
forbear one and not the other. One should also forbear pleasure, sukham. That
is what it says.

‘Kaunteya,’ Hey Son of Kunti! ‘Màtràspàréàs tu.’ The connection of the senses
with the senses objects, ‘éìtoçåasukhaduãkhadàã,’ give experiences such as heat
and cold, pleasure and pain.’ ‘àgamàpàyinaã,’ they are coming and going,
‘anityàã,’ they are impermanent.’ Bhàrata,’ O Arjuna, ‘Tàës Titikçasva,’
Forbear them!’ Here, the meaning of ‘titikça,’ forbearance, is an especially
important subject. Next class, we will move on to the next éloka.
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VII. Real and Unreal- in Shankara’s Words

We discussed yesterday how Sri Krishna told Arjuna that the destruction of
Bhìçma, Droåa, and the other warriors on the side of the Kauravas should not

be grieved for. This is because they are eternally free as embodiments of the
Self. However the Lord doesn’t tell Arjuna to not grieve about death only. The
Lord also says that the pain and pleasure that the individual experiences
constantly is nothing that should be grieved for. Sri Krishna says, ‘Tàës
Titikçasva Bhàrata.’ Arjuna, forbear these dualities!’
By saying, ‘forbear!’, the Lord means that the experience of pleasure and
pain in the antaãkaraåa of the Jiva is unavoidable. However, the Lord says,
‘don’t continue that suffering!’ This continuance of suffering is called
anuéochanam. ‘Oh, I have gotten this suffering!’ Don’t suffer in that way. The
bhàçyà says, ‘harçaë viçàdaë và mà kàrçìã.’ Don’t let the pleasure and pain
become joy and sorrow.’
Like this, when pleasure comes, don’t continue it in the mind. Don’t
indulge immoderately in that pleasure. This is because that will ultimately end
up as a cause for sorrow. That is ‘forbearance.’ It is a mental practice. What
helps this forbearance? How can one make it firm? Forbearance is strength of
mind. The next part says how one can make this forbearance strong. Next, we
are on the 15th éloka.
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‘Yaë hi na vyathayantyete puruçaë puruçarçabha
Samaduãkhasukhaë dhìraë so/mätatvàya kalpate. 2.15.
2.15. ‘O Arjuna, foremost among men, verily, the person whom these do not
torment, the wise man to whom sorrow and happiness are the same –
he is fit for Immortality.’
The bhàçyà says, ‘éìtoçåàdìn prasahataã tava kië syàt?’ éìtoçåàdìn,’ heat, cold,
etc., ‘prasahataã,’ forbearing these, tava, ‘for you, kië syàt,’ what will happen?
What will happen when you reach the fullness of this forbearance? That is
described here as ‘prasahataã.’ If you forbear these fully, what will happen? ‘Iti
éäåu.’ Hear this. The Lord gives the reply to this in this éloka, ‘Yaë hi,’ etc.
Éaåkara explains the words in the éloka.

‘Yaë hi puruçaë samaduãkhasukhaë same duãkhasukhe yasya taë
samaduãkhasukhaë sukhaduãkhapràptau harçàviçàdarahitaë dhìraë
dhìmantaë na vyathayanti na chàlayanti nityàtmadaréanàdete
yathoktàã éìtoçåàdayaã nityàtmadaréananiçâho
dvaëdvasahiçåuramätatvàyàmätabhàvàya mokçàya kalpate samartho
bhavati.’ 2.15.
‘Yaë hi puruçam,’ Whatever person, ‘samaduãkhamsukhaë.’ Same
duãkhasukhe yasya taë samaduãkhasukhaë. Éaåkara explains this phrase,
‘samaduãkhasukhaë.’ ‘Sukhadukhapràptau harçaviçàdarahitaë dhìraë
dhìmantaë na vyathante na chalayati.’
‘Same dukhasukhe yasya taë samaduãkhasukhaë.’ A person who
experiences pleasure and pain equally.’ What does this mean? We can
understand one thing from this. This is that even a yogi has sukham and
dukham, pleasure and pain. Because of this, it says that pleasure and pain are
equal. If the Yogi didn’t have these, there would be no point in saying this.
This doesn’t refute the occurrence of pleasure or pain. This doesn’t refute
that pleasure and pain exist in the antaãkaraåa. He is a Yogi. Because of that,
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we cannot say that there is no pleasure or pain in his antaãkaraåa. The
occurrence of that pleasure and pain are necessary. That is why it says next,
‘sukhadukhapràptau,’ in the attainment of pleasure and pain. This is said
clearly. ‘Pain and pleasure are attained.’ Where is this? In the antaãkaraåa.
Thus, pain and pleasure can be attained in the antaãkaraåa of the Yogi. They
will be attained. When this happens, what is the specialty of the yogi?
It says, ‘harçaviçàdarahitaë.’ In pleasure, he doesn’t continue to
experience happiness in the mind. In pain, he doesn’t continue to experience
suffering in the mind. The mind doesn’t create more by continuing what is
attained through the pràrabdha of the body. That is the difference. Whatever
must be come simply must come.
The primary cause behind the actions of the body and mind is pràrabdha.
The next cause is the circumstances of the Jiva. Therefore, pleasure and pain
will be necessary, but ‘harçaviçàdarahitaë.’ A Jñàni, or Yogi is devoid of
excessive delight and sorrow. This shows the difference between the mind of a
Yogi and a worldly person.
In both places, there is pleasure and pain. That is said clearly,
‘sukhaduãkha pràptau.’ However, the Jñàni doesn’t allow that to continue.
When pleasure comes to the Jñàni, there are no experiences of happiness that
are created by the mind. In the same way, there are no experiences of suffering
which are created by the mind, when pain comes. That is ‘sama,’
evenmindedness.
What unsettles and disturbs the mind is the continuance of pain and
pleasure into delight and sorrow. A Jñàni understands that the attainment of
these is necessary, but he halts it there itself. That experiences stays there. He
doesn’t allow the experience to continue in the mind.
How is this? It says, ‘dhìraë.’ One who is wise. It says, ‘dhìmantaë.’ Dhì
is knowledge, discrimination, intelligence. This means an Àtma Jñàni. So what
about him? It says, ‘na vyathayanti.’ Na chalayanti.’ He is not disturbed, not
moved. What is it that disturbs the evenness of the mind? It is this pain and
pleasure. Even if the Jnani attains pain or pleasure, these do not perturbed the
mind. In other words, once pleasure comes to the Jñàni, that becomes known
to him in that instant. Like this, pain becomes known in experience in a
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moment. How is this? We said earlier, ‘màtràsparéàã.’ Pain and pleasure can
be caused either by connection with the external sense objects, or by the mind’s
imagination. This can be in either way. It can be caused through the mind, or
through the body.
The pain and pleasure caused through the mind is of two types. One of
these is prompted by external causes. Suppose that our closest friend dies. That
is an external catalyst. Immediately, pain is experienced in the mind. Like this,
when something externally favorable happens to us, we experience pleasure in
the mind. Here, what is the cause of pleasure and pain? It is external. That pain
and pleasure is purely of the mind.
There can also be internal cause for mental pain and pleasure. A person
can feel very sad for no particular reason. He may feel despressed. What is that?
The cause of that is vàsana, or saëskàra. That is an internal cause.
In the same way, we may feel very happy sometimes. That may happen
due to internal causes. Then, any kind of external cause isn’t necessary.
However, in both cases, this pleasure and pain are mental. These come from
the sankalpas of the mind. When someone dies, and we feel, ‘he was a relative.
He was very close to me,’ attachment comes in the mind. We spoke earlier
about ‘sneha vichedam,’ the destruction of love. That happens within the mind,
and he immediately experiences pain. This is purely mental.
We discussed the other day about the pain and pleasure of the body. This
is called, ‘maatraasparshaa,’ the connection of the body with the external
objects. That is also in two kinds; external and internal. There is the pain
caused by physical illness. That is physical pain. The other type is mental pain.
Either way, when either kind of suffering comes to us due to our
pràrabdha, we have no choice but to experience it. When our body is supposed
to get ill, it will get ill. Because of that, there will be pain in the body. Also, due
to the connection with external objects such as cold and heat, the mind
experiences physical pain. These objects create both pleasure and pain within
the mind.
From one’s sankalpas, or from saëskàras, pleasure and pain will occur in
the mind. When these pleasures and pains happen in mind, what happens?
The mind stays unperturbed. ‘Na chalayati.’ The mind does become scattered.
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How is this? He doesn’t create happiness or suffering through their
continuance. How does he avoid creating these? Who is it that experiences this?
the Jiva. So, the ordinary jiva becomes identified with the antaãkaraåa due to
ego, and identified with the body and other objects due to attachment, and
continues to create more pain and pleasure. This doesn’t happen to the Jñàni.
As much as one can avoid creating more pain and pleasure, by not identifying
with the antaãkaraåa through the ego, then even if pain and pleasure occur in
the antaãkaraåa, it will remain comparatively peaceful.
What helps this? This is said next, ‘nitya àtmadaréanàt.’ The Yogi
constantly abides in the experience of the Self, in Àtma Jñàna. Therefore, he is
able to avoid identifying with the modifications of the mind and body through
the ahaëta, the ego. The Jñàni is able to avoid being identified through the
ahaëta with these changes. How is this? ‘Nitya àtmadaréanàt.’ It is through the
constant experience of the Self.
The éloka is then further explained in the bhashya. ‘Ete yathoktaã
éìtoçåàdayaã,’ these sense objects such as heat and cold, etc., ‘saã nitya
àtmasvarùpadaréananiçâho dvanda sahiçnuã.’ So here, when it says, ‘nitya
àtmasvarùpadaréananiçâho dvanda sahiçnuã,’ this doesn’t simply just mean
someone who has destroyed Self-Ignorance, and thus abides in Àtma Niçâhà.
That is a spontaneous bhàva of one in Àtma Niçâhà.
Then what is this? This is instructed in the form of a sàdhana. That is
why it says, ‘dvanda sahiçnu,’ a person who forbears the pairs of opposites.
This means one who is practicing forbearance of these dvandvas. This refers to
a person who practices forbearance of the pairs of opposites. In that way, this is
also speaking about a person who accepts forbearance of the pairs of opposites
as a sàdhana. What does he do? It says, ‘nitya àtmasvarùpadaréananiçâho.’ We
said before that the word ‘niçâà’ means ‘decisive knowledge.’ Here, it says that
forbears these dvandvas through the practice of constantly contemplating the
true nature of the Self. ‘Nitya àtma svarùpa.’ We said before about Bhìçma,
Droåa, and the others on the Kaurava side; the body perishes, but the Àtman
doesn’t change.
This is the same knowledge about oneself. ‘I am Eternal, and the
embodiment of the Àtman.’ The daréana, or Knowledge of this, is a niçâhà, or
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decisive discrimination. This is made firm in the antaãkaraåa. Such a sàdhak is
called, ‘dvanda sahiçåuã.’ He is practicing the forbearance of the pairs of
opposites, the dvandvas. What happens? It says, ‘Saã Amätatvàya Kalpate.’ He
becomes fit for immortality. ‘amätatvàya, amätabhàvàya mokçàya kalpate.’ For
immortality, for the experience of immortality, for mokça, he becomes fit,
suitable.
So how does forbearance of the dvandvas help a sàdhak to attain
Liberation? What is the relationship between these two? This is said by the
phrase, ‘na vyathantyete.’ In other words, how is a Siddha’s mind? The mind of
a Siddha will be still in the dvandvas. Like that, the practice of this stillness in
the mind of a sàdhak is necessary. ‘The mind of the sàdhak while performing
sàdhana can be in any way. Then it’s enough if the mind is peaceful after
attaining Jñàna.’ That’s not what it says here. In the section about the ‘Sthita
Prajñan,’ the Man-of-Steady-Wisdom, this matter will be repeated. However the
mind of the Sthita Prajñan is, that should become a sàdhana for a sàdhak to
practice on his own mind. This means that there cannot be wavering there.
The difference is only this. For the Stitha Prajñan, there is no need of
practice in this. And what about for the sàdhak? He tries to sustain that
through practice. When he practices, he may fail; he may fall. Still, that effort
must continue. There, the sàdhak gains a state of stillness in the mind. This is
a state of stillness where the mind isn’t moved by either pleasure or pain. This
state of stillness is what helps the mind to gain and develop one-pointedness.
This is clear. If the mind becomes perturbed, whether through cold or heat,
attachment or hatred, or through thinking of objects, through worldly
experiences, or any other matters, the mind attains a state of vikçiptam,
scattered. Once the mind becomes vikçiptam, then Self-contemplation cannot
become possible. That is impossible.
There, the mind will be peaceful. ‘Na vyathanti ete.’ So, one thing that
helps to make the mind peaceful is this forbearance. This means to forbear the
dvandvas. Before it said to forbear pleasure and pain; now it says to forbear the
dvandvas, the pairs of opposites. This doesn’t just refer to pleasure and pain.
Whatever opposing experiences exist, those that make the mind run back and
forth from two corners are dvandvas. The mind goes from one end of
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happiness, to the other end of sorrow. These are opposite experiences. All of
these are dvandvas; fame and dishonor, pleasure and pain, victory and defeat,
profit and loss, etc. In this way, these experiences take the mind back and forth
between two opposite ends in all times. This happens constantly within the
antaãkaraåa. Even if there is no external cause, this will still occur through
one’s vàsana or saëskàras.
When this constantly happens, what does one do? Ordinary Jivas think
about those, making the experiences continue. If they think about sorrow, they
become sorrowful. If they think about happiness, they feel happy. In both
conditions, the mind is not peaceful.
If the experience of these dvandvas is made to grow in the mind, the flow
of thoughts will happen according to that. The mind won’t become peaceful.
We can’t say that there in peace in these. So, what is peace of mind? It is the
ceasing of the flow of vättis, the modifications of mind. Otherwise, the
concentration on a single vätti can give peace of mind.
What does a sàdhak desire to do? A sàdhak desires to keep the mind on a
single vätti. Otherwise, he desires to keep the mind on the same kind of vätti.
When the sàdhak reflects on the Truth, or remembers God, what does the
mind do? It stays on a single kind of vätti.
Here, we are reflecting on the Self. In this, many subjects enter the mind.
However, all of these subjects are of the same kind. These are subjects related
to the Àtman. These are mental vättis related to Àtma Vidyà. In this way, a
sàdhak strives to keep the mind on a single kind of mental vätti, or
modification.
However, what happens? Even if there is no external cause, through
vàsana or samskàra, the mind becomes modified in the dvandvas. That is the
nature of the mind. The mind will constantly be modified in this pleasure and
pain, fame and dishonor, any of these. Otherwise, the mind will become
extroverted through thoughts of objects. All of these will create an obstacle for
thinking of the Àtman.
So, when we discuss peace of mind, when our thoughts are based in the
Self, the mind becomes peaceful. Why is this? Take now, for example. If our
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minds are listening to this subject with one-pointedness, then the mind will be
peaceful. This is if there is one-pointedness. There won’t be any thought about
the past or future. There will only be one subject in the mind. Like that,
because the mind modifies in a single form, the mind becomes peaceful. In
that, there are no modifications of the dvandvas.
In this time itself, if the mind leaves the subject due to some kind of
pràrabdha, and either broods over the past or worries about the future, the
mind experiences the dvandvas. The mind loses its peace. We can understand
at present itself. On one hand, there is the remembrance of the past, and the
other, worry about the future. If the mind goes to this now, the mind becomes
modified in the dvandvas. Then the mind loses its peace. In the end of the 2nd
chapter, Krishna says, ‘aéàntasya kutaã sukham,’ where is happiness for one
with no peace?’ A person without peace doesn’t experience happiness.
In this time, the flow of modifications should be in a single form in the
mind. However, that doesn’t happen. When that is attained, what happens?
‘Amritatvàya kalpate,’ he becomes suitable for Immortality, for Mokça.
Therefore, to say ‘the peace of the mind,’ means to keep the mind in a
single modification. Don’t make the mind modified in the dvandvas. Then,
because of a person’s pràrabdha, or due to circumstances, when one
unavoidably attains the dvandvas, use this weapon of ‘forbearance.’ This
means, ‘don’t allow that grow.’ Then there is another means instructed.
Another meaning for ‘forbearance’ is ‘nitya àtma daréanam,’ to base one’s
thoughts in the Self. That is the purpose of satsang. We have discussed this
before.
We can understand one thing. For the ordinary person, it is impossible to
make the mind still. The mind will constantly undergo transformation. We
make that mind peaceful and concentrated for at least some time. That is
satsang. It can be one hour, or half an hour, of thinking about this subject.
This can be alone, or as a group. In that time, the mind gains this peace and
concentration. One also experiences the feeling of stillness.
What will happen the rest of the time? Normally, the mind will be in the
thought of objects. Otherwise, it will be in the condition of the dvandvas.
Because of that, it says, ‘dvanda sahiçåuã,’ a person who forbears these
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dvandvas. How? ‘Nitya àtmadaréanàt,’ from thinking of the Self, from satsang.
He becomes suitable for Mokça, ‘amätatvàya kalpate.’ ‘samartho bhavati.’ This
matter will be discussed again later in the bhàçyà.
Sri Krishna calls Arjuna, ‘puruçarçabha.’ This means, ‘O great one

among men!’ Sri Krishna calls Arjuna many names like this in the Gita,
‘Bhàrata’, ‘puruça éreçâa’, ‘parantapa.’ By using these names, the Lord is giving
a psychological ‘treatment’ to Arjuna. Arjuna is collapsed. In the 3rd chapter, he
says, ‘vyamiéreåeva vàkyena.’ Out of the weakness of his mind, Arjuna was
speaking sentences that had no relation to each other. So, the Lord tries to give
self-confidence and self-strength to Arjuna, an individual who is mentally weak
at this point. The Lord is also using these powerful names to make Arjuna
aware of his own true nature.
‘You are great among men. You have power and manliness. Your
condition now is not suitable to that. Like this, the Lord uses such names for
awakening Self-courage in Arjuna. ‘He Puruçarçabha,’ ‘O great among men, you
are not one to falter like this.’ These are words for giving more strength. That is
how the Lord uses these names.
‘Yaë Puruçaë,’ whatever person. The word ‘puruçaë,’ means ‘a person
with manliness, a person with strength, courage, and vigor, everything.
Whatever person, ‘Ete na vyathayanti,’ these do not perturb, do not shake.
Even if these experiences come in the mind, they don’t make the mind waver.
For such a wise person, how is he? ‘Samaduãkhasukhaë.’ He is even in
pleasure and pain. We explained the evenness of the mind. This means to
avoid creating more suffering or pleasure through continuing the experiences in
the mind. ‘Dhìraë,’ this is said repeatedly. A person with discrimination, with
awareness of the Àtman. This is because Àtma Bodha, awareness of the Self
aids one in this process. For whatever person whom these experiences do not
make waver, ‘sah,’ he, ‘amätatvàya kalpate,’ attains Mokça. In other words, a
person with a peaceful mind obtains Àtma Vidyà, Self-knowledge, and becomes
liberated. That is the meaning. So, this éloka indicates the most important
means by which a sàdhak can mental peace. Then onto the preface of Éaåkara
for the next shloka. It says,
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‘Etaécha éokamohàvakätvà éitoçåàdisahanaë yuktaë yasmàt –
nàsata iti.’
Etaécha,’ what is going to be said, about the matters which I will say,
‘éokamohau akätvà,’ without creating grief and delusion, éìtoçåàdisahanaë
yuktaë, ‘the ability to forbear dualities such as cold and heat, in the manner
described, ‘yasmàt,’ comes from what?’ It says this in the next éloka.

Nàsato vidyate bhàvo nàbhàvo vidyate sataã
Ubhayorapi däçâo/ntastvanayostattvadaréibhiã. 2.16.
2.16. ‘Of the unreal there is no being; the real has no nonexistence. But the
nature of both these, indeed, has been realized by the Seers of Truth.’

‘nàsato ‘vidyamànasya éìtoçåàdeã sakàraåasya na vidyate nàsti
bhàvo bhavanamastità. Na hi éìtoçåàdi sakàraåaë
pramàåairnirùpyamàåaë vastu saëbhavati. Vikàro hi saã. Vikàraécha
vyabhicharati, yathà ghaâàdisaësthànaë chakçuçà nirùpyamàåaë
mädvyatirekeåànupalabdher asattathà sarvo vikàraã
kàraåavyatirekeåànupalabdherasan. Janmapradhvaë sàbhyàë
pràgùrdhvaë chànupalabdheã. Mädàdikàraåasya cha
tatkàraåavyatirekeåànupalabdherasattvam.
Na asataã avidyamànasya éìtoçåàdeã sakàraåasya na vidyate nàsti bhàvo
bhàvana astità.’ It says, ‘avidyamànasya, ‘what doesn’t exist, what is
imaginated.’ In Advaita, when it says ‘what doesn’t exist,’ it means ‘imaginary.’
Then, ‘asataã,’ that which is imagined. Who imagines this? This is what the
Jiva imagines. So, how can we explain this? It says, ‘éìtoçåàdeã,’ of opposites
such as cold and heat, sakaaranasya,’ along with their causes, ‘na vidyate na asti
bhàvo.’ There is no bhàva, or existence in them.
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Because opposites like cold and heat are imagined, how is a person who
forbears these? He has firmness of mind. For developing that, it says here that
cold and heat, etc., are imagined. One should think like this. Thinking helps in
this. Thinking always aids in developing the firmness of the mind. This is
manana, reflection. How should manana be practiced? These opposites like
cold and heat are imagined. In truth, they have no existence.
This is further explained in the bhashya next. ‘Na hi éìtoçåàdi sakàraåaë
pramàåair nirùpyamàåàë vastu sadbhavati.’ So it says, ‘éìtoçåàdi,’ dualities
such as cold and heat, ‘sakàraåaë,’ along with their cause.’ One should also
think about their causes. How does cold come? We know that water is cold.
How does heat come? Heat is produced by fire. Thus, ‘oppossites such as cold
and heat, along with their causes.’ In other words, water is cold, but only when
the body comes into contact with the water do we experience pain. So, the
quality of cold is contained in water, but that alone doesn’t cause us pain.
Instead, that water must be connected with the body, mind, and senses.
So, the qualities of cold and heat, etc., are not the only cause of the
experience of cold and heat, etc. Our mind and senses are also causes. So,
opposites such as cold and heat, along with their causes, ‘pramàåair
nirùpyamàåàë.’ When one thinks according to a pramàåa,’ that is the
meaning. How does one think with a pramàåa? That is what we are going to
think. ‘Vastu sat na bhavati.’ The object is not real. That is the meaning. Why
is that?
Why is this? It says, ‘vikàraã hi saã.’ These are all modifications. These
are effects. These came from somewhere are changing modifications. ‘This isn’t
real.’ What is the specialty of this changing? It says, ‘vikàraã cha vyabhicharati.’
‘Vikàràh,’ these modifications, ‘vyabhicharati,’ change. The word ‘charati,’ in
Sanskrit means to move. This word combines to two prefixes, which are vi and
abhi, so it becomes vyabhicharati.’ This means to undergo change by nature.
Whatever state it is in one moment, this changes in the next moment. All
of these modifications, the vikàras, undergo change. This means that they don’t
stay in a single condition. This is explained more.
Yathà ghaâàdisaësthànaë chakçuçà nirùpaymànaë, mädvyatirekeåa
anupalabdheã asat.’ This is saying a famous example. ‘Ghaâàdisaësthàåaë.’
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This means objects like a pot, or clothes, etc. ‘Saësthàna,’ means the external
form that we see. So how are the forms of these objects that we see, like a pot,
clothes, and so on? A pot is round. It has thickness, height, and a lid, etc. That
is what we see. And what about clothes? They are soft, etc. That is what is
called ‘saësthànam,’ the form that we see.
‘Chakçuçà nirùpyamàåaë.’ So what do we do with the eye? We know the
object; we elucidate the object. How is this? We know, ‘these clothes are flat,
and long, has a width. With this object, we can cover our bodies.’ In this way,
we can know this through the eye. We understand. To know the length,
structure, and width of an object is what is called ‘nirùpanam.’ That is grasped
through the eye.
What happens when we see a pot? We see its form with the eye and grasp
its special qualities. These are just examples, the clothes, etc. This can be
anything, such as a book, etc. Then, the bhashya says, ‘mädvyatirekeåa
anupalabdheã asat.’ This pot, mädvyatirekeåa,’ is not possible to know as
separate from clay. It isn’t possible to know the pot apart from knowing the
clay. Because one cannot know that object apart from the mud, what does it
say? ‘asat.’
This object is ‘asat.’ It is imaginary. We imagine it. In the mud, we
imagine an
object. However, this doesn’t mean that it really exists. We imagine that there
exists such an object that is separate from the clay. Here, it is says to look with
the eyes. Look closely. Do you see anything separate from the clay, or anything
that is not clay? No.
So, we say that there is an object separate from the clay. We say that this
was produced from the clay. Why do we make this distinction? We say that a
new effect was produced from the clay. This is our experience. We say that a
new object was produced from the clay. Because that ‘new object’ is not
separate from clay, our calling it as a ‘new object,’ is merely imagined. No one
can refute this.
We say this, that ‘we made a new object out of clay’. This means that this
object didn’t exist before. We accept mentally that this is a new creation, a new
effect, but the commentator says to look closely. Can you see any new object
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that is separate from the clay? No. Then what about the thought that this is a
new object? That is just imagination. The thought, ‘this is a new object,’ is
imagined by the mind. It is nothing but clay. Therefore, this idea is ‘asat.’
So, it says, next, ‘tathà sarvo vikàraã kàraåavyatirekeåa anupalabdheã
asat.’
If this is so, then all objects that are seen in the Universe, all modifications, all
effects, ‘kàraåa vyatirekeåa,’ being separate from their causes, ‘anupalabdheã,’
because this isn’t experienced, ‘asat,’ that is imagined.
Why is this? It further explains this. ‘Janmapradhvaë sàbhyàë
pràgùrdhvaë cha anupalabdheã.’ We can any object, for example, clothes.
That cloth, ‘janma pràk,’ before its birth, ‘pradhvaë,’ and destruction,
‘urdhvam, ‘afterwards’ cha anupalabdheã,’ isn’t experienced. ‘Janmapradhvaë
sàbhyàë pràgùrdvaë cha anupalabdheã.’ So, because we don’t experience an
object before its birth and after its destruction, that object isn’t eternal. It is
asat, imaginary. That is the meaning.
We don’t experience any kind of modification like that. Before it was
stitched together, we don’t experience that cloth. And after the stitching is
undone, we don’t experience that object. Therefore, ‘janmapradhvaë
sàbhyàm,’ in birth and destruction, ‘pràgùrdhvam cha,’ before and after,
‘anupalabdheã,’ these effects aren’t experienced. Therefore, that is imagined.
Then it says, kàryasya ghaâàdeã mädàdikàraåasya cha tat kàraåa
vyatirekeåa anupalabdheã asattvaë.’We say that we make a pot from clay. ‘The
pot is produced from clay. That is a new object.’ After thinking this, when we
look and examine, we find that nothing separate was produced. Therefore, we
say that this is ‘asat,’ imagined. However, what about the cause of the pot, the
clay? Isn’t that sat, Real? It says here to combine that with its cause and
examine. There, this same thing occurs. So think further about this cause and
effect relationship. It says, ‘kàryasya ghaâàdeã,’ the effects of a pot, etc,
mädàdikàraåasya cha,’ and the cause of that, clay, tat kàraåa vyatirekeåa,’ one
thinks, ‘what is the cause of the mud? That mud is not different from its
causes.’ That is the meaning. This mud is a gross object. If we dissect the
structure of that, we will come to the atom. The combination of these atoms
creates the form of clay.
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Thus, if we continuously think about the divisions and parts of this, we
see that ‘each gross effect is not separate from its cause. It isn’t experienced as
being separate. ‘Tat kàäaåavyatirekeåa anupalabdheã asat.’ Therefore, in the
same way that the pot is imagined, the clay is also imagined. Wherever this
lineage of causes and effects leads, what is everything that comes before? This
entire lineage of cause and effect becomes asat, imagined. Once that happens, it
says,

‘Tadasattve cha sarvàbhàvaprasaåga iti chet?’
If we consider that this entire lineage of causes and effects is imagined, asat,
won’t we have to accept the Reality as being ‘void?’ ‘sarvàbhàva? Isn’t that what
this is indicating? No. Éankara refutes this. Once this principle is realized, the
intellect doesn’t reach ‘voidness.’ This never causes a void of knowledge. Why
is that?

‘Na, sarvatra buddhidvayopalabdheã sadbuddhirasadbuddhiriti. Yad
viçayà buddhirna vyabhicharati tatsat, yadviçayà buddhirvyabhicharati
tadasaditi sadasadvibhàge buddhitantre sthite sarvatra
dve buddhì sarvairupalabhyete samànàdhikaraåe.’
It says, ‘sarvatra,’ in all conditions, whether it is a pot, or a cloth, or
anything, there are two kinds of knowledge in relation to that object.
‘buddhidvayopalabdheã.’ These are constantly experienced by Jivas. These are
sadbuddhi and asadbuddhi.
This is something that we should carefully understand. The individual
constantly experiences two kinds of buddhi, or knowledge. These are
sadbuddhi and asadbuddhi. It says, ‘yad viçayà buddhiã na vyabhicharati tat
sat.’ In whatever knowledge about an object that doesn’t undergo change,
constantly continues, that object is sat. To say in a different way, when we
know an object, that knowledge continues and remains. This knowledge
doesn’t experience any change at all. No matter where or what it is, if that
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knowledge doesn’t undergo any change, then the known object is sat. This is
the definition given for ‘sat.’ That is the meaning. Then the knowledge will be
sat, and the object will be sat.’ We should look at our ordinary experiences.
Here, I know this book. When I say, ‘I know the book,’ in truth, what
happens? The knowledge situated within us contains the external object, the
book. In other words, the object is existing within knowledge. That is what
happens. How is that? Through the two means of place and time. We have
discussed this several times before, in my memory.
We have discussed about place and time. Does anyone remember? Place
and time. Now, I know this book. I knew it yesterday, and will know it
tomorrow. So, my knowledge about the book can only exist in relation to time.
Only then can I think about the book, or remember it. One is the knowledge of
the present moment. The other is the memory about the book, and last is the
thought about the book.
When these three things happen, the knowledge becomes related to Time.
How? I say, ‘I know now.’ However, this Time may be concealed within our
knowledge. In other words, we don’t have to always remember about Time.
When I see this book, I don’t have say along with Time, ‘I am seeing this book
at this time.’ Instead, that will be concealed within. Without awareness of
Time, it isn’t possible for me to be aware of this object.
Then suppose I remember about this book. How do I remember? ‘Before,
I saw this book.’ The word ‘before,’ indicates Time. Otherwise, ‘I saw the book
yesterday.’ This indicates Time. Thus, if there must be awareness about any
object, this awareness of the object isn’t possible without awareness of kàla,
Time, when we are awake. Like that, one thing that cannot be avoided is deéa,
place.
How do I know about this book? ‘It is here.’ That is what I know. That is
the awareness of ‘place.’ ‘Here.’ ‘Here’ can mean, ‘on top of the desk,’ or ‘in
the house,’ or ‘in this area,’ or I can say, ‘it was in Delhi where I saw this.’ ‘I
saw the book in this place, in Vallikavu.’ Thus, ‘here,’ means for now, this
table. The ‘place’ is the base of the book, the table. If we expand this some
more, the place is this building. If the base is thought of more expansive, then
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it is this state. If we go beyond India, then what is the base of the book? It is
India, this country. I can say, ‘I saw this book in India.’
So, these two, place and Time, can be limited, or they can be unlimited.
We can know about an object, only through these two. When we know an
object in that way, what happens to this knowledge? These two, Place and
Time, form a sort of ‘ring.’ Through the ‘ring’ of ‘place and time,’ our
knowledge, or antaãkaraåa contains an object. That is what is meant when we
say, ‘I know an object.’
Through a ‘ring,’ we grab and take an object, like a fish. How does the
mind contain an object? It is through place and time. Through the ‘ring’ of
these two, the mind contains each object. Here, what is the object? It is limited.
The mind contains a limited object through limitation. According to how vast
the object becomes, what happens? The ability of the mind to contain the object
becomes continuously lesser. That is the meaning.
I can think about this place, here. This means that my mind can contain
it. I said before, that to know an object means, ‘to contain’ the object. The
mind covers the object. This means that the object exists within the mind. The
mind accepts that object within. That is how we ‘know an object.’ However,
suppose the object becomes unlimited.
I am able to know about this place. I can know about this area. I can see
with the eye, and imagine mentally. However, what about when this area
becomes more vast? When it becomes a county, when it becomes a state, a
country, the globe, this Earth? Then the mind cannot contain that. This means
that the mind cannot connect to that object through place and time. The place
becomes vast.
Here, the book is seated on the table. The book is limited, and the base
on which it rests, the table is also limited. That is why I am able to contain
both of these within the mind. According to how pervasice place and time
become, they become subtle. Then the mind is unable to contain them within.
If I think about this place, this table, my mind can contain everything about it
within; its name, form, and shape. If this has a width of 4 feet, my mind can
contain it within. When becomes 10 feet, to 100 feet, then the mind is unable
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to contain that within. When the object becomes pervasive, the mind is unable
to contain it.
The mind cannot even imagine the distance from the Sun to Earth. Why
is that? It is because that is pervasive. That is a specialty of the mind in the
grasping of objects. The mind can only contain an object through place and
time, if the object is limited. Otherwise, we will be unable to contain within the
mind the object or its base.
When we think like this, what is the base of this globe? Wherever it is
situated is its base. However, we are unable to think about its base. Look at the
sky. The sun, moon, and stars and situated within that. These are objects of the
mind. We grasp these. We grasp them through limitation, but we are unable to
grasp their base. What is that base? That is the ether.
When we grasp an object and its base through place and time, when that
becomes pervasive, the ability of our knowledge to contain that becomes
destroyed. That is why after we look at the sky, even if this vast Universe is an
object of our knowledge, we cannot grasp the base in which it is situated. Why
is that? That is the ether. What is its form? How much width does it have? How
much length does it have? What is its thickness? We are unable to know about
the ether in this way.
Why is that? There, the object is unlimited. Its base is unlimited.
However, what is space? That is the place of all objects. That is the place of this
book. Like that, the sun, moon, stars, clouds, wind, everything seen in space,
the place of all of these is akàéa, space. However, we cannot grasp that place.
How do we know that place? We know it as ‘void.’ We know it as devoid of all
measurements. Because it is devoid of length, width, density, etc., we say that
space is ‘empty.’ We know it as ‘indescribable.’ We are unable to describe,
‘what is space?’ No one can do that. No one can grasp that. What is the most
one can say about that? We can say, ‘space is emptiness.’
However, how can something that is merely ‘empty’ support all of these
beings? Therefore, that is an object. That is a place. That is the meaning.
This is called the ‘bhautikàkàéam,’ the material space. This is considered
as an object, because it is the first element produced in Creation. What do
modern thinkers say? ‘It is emptiness.’ But what do we say? That is an object.
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That is the first object produced in Creation. That is ‘akàéà,’ or ‘space.’ Thus,
in this space, which is all-pervasive and contains all, what do we do? In this
moment, we see all reflections. Thus, this space, which contains everything
from the sun, moon, and stars, is known as a place and an object. This means
that that object is being contained within.
When we say that we know all objects in space, it means that space
contains all objects within itself. Because that is an object, it is called
‘bhùtàkàéa,’ the element of space. When we say that an object exists in space, it
means that space contains that object within itself. What happens to the object,
existing in space? The Jiva knows that. When the Jiva knows that, what
happens? The knowledge of the Jiva becomes more pervasive than space. We
said the reason for this before. If an object must be grasped in a place, that
place must be more pervasive than the object. So, we know all of these objects,
in space; the sun, moon, and stars. When we know all of these, space is more
pervasive than any of these objects. The Jiva knows this space.
When this is said, it means that the knowledge of the Jiva is more
pervasive than space. When we say that something becomes an object of the
mind, it means that knowledge contains that object within itself. So what does
the knowledge of the Jiva do? It contains all objects, from space onwards,
within. That space itself is subtle. That is why it is called ‘emptiness.’ It exists
without any kinds of measurements. If that is so, then the knowledge which
contains space, is more subtle than space. That is the meaning.
Here, what is said? ‘Asat.’ This means ‘imagined.’ I said all of this for us
to understand the meaning of ‘asat.’ Thus, that which contains space, which is
the place of ‘space,’ is called ‘chittàkàéa,’ the inner space. Then there are the
names, ‘bodhàkàéa,’ the space of awareness, and ‘chidàkàéa,’ the space of
Consciousness.’ These names come because of this principle. What happens?
This contains knowledge. Space exists within knowledge. It becomes an object
of knowledge. Thus, knowledge is subtler than space.
So, when knowledge knows space, what happens? Knowledge knows
space itself through space and time. But there is no place there. The most we
can imagine about a place is space. All objects exist in space. And what about
space? That is why it is called ‘the first object.’ It is said that space is the first
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object created. Then, what existed before that creation? What is the place of
space? Where is that known? Space is known in the chittàkàéa, the inner space.
It is known in the bodhàkàéa, the space of awareness. The place of space is in
the bodhàkàéa. It is within the bodhàkàéa that space exists. This means that
space exists, depending on the bodhàkàéà. Other objects exists, depending on
space.
Like that, what happens when we think about the place and time of an
object? We understand that the object exists in the bodhàkàéa. Instead, the
Awareness doesn’t exist, depending on the object. Why is that? If the object
exists, depending on time and place, then we can understand that the object
exists, depending on Awareness, when we think. There, what does this
bodhàkàéa do, to contain this material space, which contains everything? It
exists in the form of time and place. It knows space in this moment.
What is this moment? That is an effulgence of Awareness itself. This
moment. Where does space exist? It exists in knowledge. It is known because of
knowledge. It is contained by knowledge. Thus, if this all-pervasive space exists
in our Awareness, then all the objects in the Universe exist in our Awareness.
Therefore, everything is an object of bodha, awareness. That is what is said
here. That how a thing becomes an object of awareness.
So, all facets of the Universe from space onwards exist in this Awareness.
These exist, being contained within awareness. That is why the chittàkàéa, the
inner space, is called, ‘mahàkàéà,’ the great space. What does that mahàkàéa
do? It exists, containing the material space. That is what constantly happens in
all experiences of the Universe. Or else, this is what is called the experience of
the Universe.
How do these objects exist within knowledge? Because these objects exist
within knowledge, and because they are contained within knowledge, they
imaginary; kalpitam. They imagined by knowledge. When this is said, this
means that without depending on knowledge, the object cannot exist. Without
depending on space, this globe cannot exist. For the Earth to exist, a place is
needed. What is that? It is akàéa, space. If that is so, this akàéa also needs the
support of awareness. Without depending on that awareness, chit, the akàéa
cannot exist.
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Thus, space is ultimate form of place we can imagine. The moment, this
moment, is the ultimate form of Time we can imagine. What are both of these?
They are effulgences of this Awareness. Because of that, what do they do? They
exist within Awareness. Or, they exist as objects of Awareness, within
awareness. This principle must be understood in the coming sections.
In these sections, it says that the ‘buddhi,’ or knowledge, contains objects
within. This principle must be understood. Here, what is said? Whatever object
exists constantly in knowledge, that object will be sat, True. That is what it says.
‘Yad viçayà buddhiã na vyabhicharati.’ In whatever knowledge of an object
doesn’t change, that object, ‘tat sat.’ ‘yat viçayà buddhiã vyabhcharati.’ In
knowledge of whatever object that doesn’t change, that object will be sat, True.
If that knowledge does change, then the object is asat, imagined.
‘Vyabhicharati,’ whatever knowledge changes, ‘tad asat,’ the object of that
knowledge is imagined.
When we know an object, and the object changes, how does it change?
The knowledge changes. When the knowledge changes, the object changes. If
the object changes, that object isn’t sat, True. This will be made clear through
an example. Next, it says, ‘san ghaâaã san paâaã.’ Through example, that
matter will be made clear.
Next, the bhàçyà says, ‘iti sadasad vibhàge buddhitantre sthite,’ In this
way, the distinction of sat and asat, of existence and what is imaginary,
‘buddhitantra,’ depends on knowledge. This is what we said before. The object
exists within knowledge. The knowledge doesn’t depend on the object. Thus, it
says that sat and asat, Real and what is imagined, depend on knowledge,
‘buddhi.’ Then it says, ‘sarvatra dve buddhìã.’ Because of that, what happens?
No matter what object we know, these two kinds of knowledge exist. One is
knowledge of the Supreme Truth, and second in the knowledge of the
imagined object.
‘Sarvair upalabhyate.’ This isn’t just experienced by the Advaitì. All Jivas
experienced this; it’s just that they don’t think about it. ‘Samànàdhikaraåe.’ In
this one word, so many matters are contained. This is experienced in a single
substratum, in samànàdhikaraåa. ‘Na nìlotpalavat,’ that is not like the phrase,
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‘blue lotus.’ Instead, ‘san ghataã san paâaã san hastì iti evaë sarvatra.’ That is
the meaning.
In this one sentence, so many subjects are contained. One things it says is
‘samànàdhikaraåam.’ This is also one thing that must be understood clearly;
samànàdhikaraåa. We have discussed this matter before. I remember that this
appeared in some other section in another class. Otherwise, I will say this
again. ‘Samànàdhikaraåam.’ This principle of ‘samànàdhikaraåa’ appears in
the object, in the word, and in knowledge. In these three places,
‘samànàdhikaraåam can come.
How does ‘samànàdhikaraåa come in an object? Here, there are about
100 people sitting. Where is everyone sitting? Inside one building; in one area.
Because everyone is situated in the same area, what can we say about everyone?
We can call a person, ‘samàna adhikàraåaã.’ This means each and every
individual sitting here. ‘Samànaë adhikàraåaë yeçàë,’ whoever shares the
same substratum, all of them are called ‘samànàdhikàraåas.’
So, what are all of us? We are ‘samànàdhikàraåas.’ Why is that? It is
because the place we are sitting is one. It is a hall. So when we speak about
‘samànàdhikàraåam,’ we aren’t referring to the place where we sit. Instead, this
refers to individual who is sitting. When we hear the word ‘samànàdhikàraåa,’
we become aware of the area of sitting. However, it isn’t the area of sitting.
Then what is it? It is the individuals who are seated in that area. That is

samànàdhikàraåa.
This is the samànàdhikàraåa that happens to an object. Then,
samànàdhikàraåa can also happen to words. A famous example of this is,
‘so/yaë devadattaã.’ This example is necessary to understand. ‘Devadattaã,’ is
a name in Sanskrit. We saw Devadatta before in one place. We saw him in a
certain time and place. Now again, I see him, that individual. Now, I say, ‘so
‘yam devadattaã.’ That Devadatta which I saw before is now before me. That is
what is said. There, Devadattaã is an individual a person. However, for
describing that individual, I use two different words. What is the first? ‘Saã.’
The word ‘saã’ is a form of the word ‘tat,’ or ‘that.’ In Sanskrit, there is a
word, ‘tat.’ From that word, different forms are created, such as ‘saã, tau, te,
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tàn,’ etc. So ‘saã’ is a form of the word ‘tat.’ How is this? This is in the singular
case, indicating a single person. That is ‘saã.’
After that, there is the word ‘ayam.’ This is a form of the word ‘idam’ or
‘this’ in Sanskrit. The forms of this are, ‘ayam, imau, ime.’ The words
conjugated from this word. This word ‘ayam’ is also the singular form, in third
person. Here, what happens? The word ‘saã,’ which is singular, third person
word, and ‘ayam,’ which is also a singular, third person word are combined.

These two words are different. Howvever, these two different words indicate the
same individual. So when two words in the same conjugation indicate the same
meaning, that is samànàdhikàraåam of words. Those words have ‘a shared
substratum.’
I said before about samànàdhikaraåa of objects. Then we said about
samànàdhikàraåa of words. This will come in several sections, in scriptural
discussions. If two words in the same conjugation indicate the same meaning,
in the words, not the meaning, there is samànàdhikàraåa. This means that they
share the same substratum. That is samànàdhikàraåa of words. Now pay
attention. We said, ‘so yam devadattaã.’ What happens in the mind of a person
who hears this, or in the person’s knowledge? In these two words, a single
object effulges in the antaãkaraåà. What is the object? This Devadatta, the
object, effulges within the mind.
In other words, when someone says, ‘so ‘yam devadattaã,’ what does the
person think? He thinks of an individual. This is a matter that must be thought
about and understood. When he thinks like that, what happens in the mind?
Two different words create awareness of a single meaning. Everyone is looking
in the book, thinking, ‘is this written here?’ You need not look in the book. It
hasn’t been written in any book. Even if you read again and again, you won’t
find it. ‘Is it here? I don’t see it. How is he saying something that’s not here.’
So, when two different words make a single meaning effulge in the mind,
what happens? That is the samànàdhikaraåa of knowledge. This is because
knowledge makes a single meaning effulge through two different words. This is
samànàdhikàraåa of knowledge. This is because knowledge is the substratum of
the object. How is that? It is through the two words. Otherwise, knowledge
grasps an object through two separate words. There, it is samànàdhikaraåa of
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knowledge. There is also samànàdhikàraåa of words. Then there is
samànàdhikàraåa of an object.
In this way, the éàstras discuss samànàdhikaraåam in these three ways.
Here, as well, there are three kinds of samànàdhikaraåam, in the bhàçyà. As an
example, it says, ‘san ghaâaã san paâaã san hastì.’ That must be understood. In
truth, all of these matters aren’t learnt here. It is after learning all of this that
one studies the bhàçyà, normally. Before thinking about the bhàçyà, all of these
matters should be understood. It’s not enough to just say these things. They
won’t be grasped. Here, we will also study that.
It says, ‘san ghaâaã.’ Otherwise, we can say, ‘san bàlaã.’ What does this
mean? Here the word ‘bàla,’ or child is the viéeçyam. The word ‘san’ is the
viéeçaåaë. We normally say, ‘the white horse.’ There, the horse is the
viéeçyam. ‘White’ is the viéeçaåaë. Normally, we study this when we are fist
learning Malayalam. ‘The white horse.’ The viéeçaåam is ‘white.’ The horse is
the ‘viéeçyam.’ Like this, we can take the example, ‘san bàlaã.’ The word
‘bàlaã,’ or ‘child,’ is what is qualified. The word ‘san’ is the quality. This
specifies the child. The word ‘san’ means ‘existing.’
There is a root ‘as.’ This means ‘to be.’ From that, according to grammar
rules, ‘sat’ is the neuter form of this, in singular case. In masculine form, it
becomes ‘san.’ From this, it can be conjugated, ‘san, santau, santaã, santam,
santau, sataã, satà, sàbhyàm.’ In the neuter form, this is ‘sat.’ From this, come
the forms, ‘sat, sati, santi, satà, sataã, etc. When the same word comes to the
feminine case, it becomes ‘satì, satyau, satyaã.’ That is how its form changes.
So, all of this comes from the same word ‘sat.’ In masculine form, this is
‘san.’ So, we said, ‘san bàlaã,’ the boy that exists. ‘Satì bàlikà,’ the girl that
exists. ‘Sat puçpam,’ the flower that exists. Like this, this word ‘sat’ is generally
used as an ‘objective.’ That is also used here.
What is this? This word ‘sat’ is used as an ‘objective’ of the child. Because
it is in masculine form, we said ‘san bàlaã.’ Here, all the words in the bhàçyà
are in masculine form. Therefore, it says, ‘san ghaâaã.’ Ghaâaã, or pot is a
masculine word. ‘San paâaã.’ Paâaã, or cloth, is also masculine. If the word
described is feminine, it will be ‘satì bàlikà,’ the girl that exists. It the word is
in the neuter case, it can be ‘sat puçpam,’ the flower that exists.’
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Therefore, there is no need to be afraid on seeing this ‘san.’ It is an
objective. It is used to mean, ‘existing.’ When we say ‘san bàlaã,’ it means the
boy that exists. That is the meaning. So, no matter what object we know about,
what happens? Shankara says here that we know it through samànàdhikàraåa,
through a common substratum. What is this samànàdhikàraåa? We can use the
example, ‘san aévaã.’ The horse that exists.’ Thus, when we hear the word
‘san,’ we gain awareness about its meaning. This means that we know the
meaning of the word ‘san.’ Then, what is the meaning that the word ‘san’
makes us aware of? It is Sat, Existence. We know Existence.
We know Existence, through the word ‘san.’ This ‘san’ is joined together
with all words. We said, ‘san aévaã,’ the horse that exists.’ We can only know a
horse that exists. We cannot know a horse that doesn’t exist. So when we say,
‘the horse that exists,’ along with the object, the horse, we have the experience
of Sat, Existence. When we know about a clothe, or a boy, or a girl, know
matter what object we know about, the experience of ‘Sat’ Existence, will be
joined together. Only then can we know the object. That is what Éankara says
here.
In that, one thing is True, while the other is imagined. When we say, ‘san
aévaã,’ where we know an object through the word ‘sat,’ that Existence is True.
Combined together with that is ‘aévaã,’ the knowledge of the horse. That is
imagined. Here what happens? Pay attention, where it says, ‘san ghaâaã san
paâaã san hastì.’ What is all of this? These are two words in the same
conjugation. ‘San’ is a singular word in third person, and ‘ghaâaã, paâaã, hastì,
bàlaã, etc.’ are all singular words in third person. Thus, two words in the same
conjugation, combined together, indicate a single object. These don’t indicate
two objects.
Where we say, ‘san aévaã,’ when these are joined together, in truth, only
one thing is made aware of. What is that? It is Existence. This creates awareness
of Existence. Then what about the horse, or pot, or cloth, that are said, joined
together? Those are not Real. Then what? Those are imagined. That is Advaita.
In all of our experiences, through the samànàdhikàraåa of the words, we
become aware of this Existence. This creates awareness of Advaita, of Pure
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Existence. Even if we use the words that are joined together to that, whatever
those words create awareness of, that is imagined. That is what is said.
We said before, that when we think about any object in the form of its
cause, that object disappears. That object becomes Unreal. Then, when we say,
‘the horse that exists,’ the Existence indicated by the word ‘that exists’ remains
as Sat, True. At the same time, the horse that was indicated is imagined. That is
what is said here. This is proved through logic and reasoning. This hasn’t been
proved yet. It will be proved.
When we think more subtlely, we will understand. When this ‘Sat’ or
Existence becomes an object of knowledge, then knowledge and existence are
not two. They are only ONE. Whenever Existence, Sat, becomes an object of
knowledge, then knowledge and Existence are not two. Why aren’t they two? In
the way that knowledge contains all object from space onwards, at that time, the
object moves away from knowledge. The knowledge remains, but the object
moves away. At that time, whenever knowledge contains this Existence, which
is the base of everything, then we are unable to take apart knowledge and its
object, Existence. Why is that? It is because both become ONE.
That is what is called ‘brahman.’ What are we saying through this word
‘brahman?’ It is this Sat, Pure Existence. Otherwise, this word ‘brahman’
indicates the Awareness which causes the Sat to effulge. In each and every
experience of objects, that is joined with the object, and experienced without
any change. That is what is said here. That is what is called,
‘samànàdhikàäaåa.’ There are two words here.
These two words are also in every experience. When we know an object,
how do we know it? We don’t know because it doesn’t exist. Instead, we know
because it exists. This knowledge that ‘it exists,’ is in aid in all of our
experiences. ‘Experience,’ means to think about, know about, and act with any
object. What helps in all of this? It is the existence of the object. It is because
we know ‘the object exists.’ In the experience of all object, from the most subtle
space onwards, this existence remains unchanged, as the substratum. Therefore,
that ‘existence’ is the substratum, and the object is imagined.
Where we say, ‘san bàlaã,’ the Sat, or Existence is Real, while the ‘bàla,’
or boy, is imagined. This is what Éankara is going to say. In this way, through
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two words, a single object is indicated, through the process of
samànàdhikaraåa. That is the meaning. That is also what happens to
knowledge. ‘San ghaâaã san paâaã san hastì san bàlaã.’ What happens here?
In the two words joined together, this Sat, Existence is made effulgent in
knowledge. And what about the object joined with that? That is imagined. It
remains as being imagined. However, in truth, it has no existence. This matter,
that in truth, it doesn’t exist, will be discussed later.
However, when we understand this samànàdhikàäaåa, we shouldn’t
become confused. Because of this, Éankara says, ‘na nìlotpalavat.’ There isn’t
enough time to discuss that now. In the next class, we discuss that. Here, there
is one matter, to keep in mind. When we say that something becomes an object
of knowledge, it means that the object is contained within knowledge.
Therefore, the object exists within knowledge. Knowledge does not depend on
the object. This is because the object is grasped in knowledge through the
instruments of time and place. This time and place are the effulgence of
knowledge. No matter how vast time and place become, even if they are as
pervasive as space, knowledge is able to contain that within. That is how
knowledge exists as the mahàkàéa, the great Space. In this way, when each and
every object of the Universe becomes an object of knowledge, that is in two
ways. It is through the Existence, which is joined together with the imagined
object, that a thing becomes an object of knowledge. No matter object is
known, the True Existence, along with the imagined object are experienced
together. This is what we said in the Brahma Sutra classes. ‘Satyanrte mithinì
kätya.’ This is said in another way as ‘adhyàsa.’ This is the combination of
Consciousness and matter; chit-jaâa saëyoga. We have discussed this several
times. This is said in a different way. This is shown in a different way of
thinking by Éankara.
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